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. It Preface

Flossie Lewis loves the English language. People who Use it for vkious
ends, people who use it to obscure meaning, or people who just don't care
.whether their words match their meanings, infuriate her..

Taking her cues from George Orwell, Lewis presents here a creative:
series of exerciies. to teach students to recognize deceptive language in
others and to avoid it 111 their own writing. Woven throiighout these stimu-

.. lating end immediately useful exercises Lewis gives us as a bonus bar own
witty' and perceptive ihoughts on the ways misuse of langnage supports
the barbarism aneviotene of our time.

JaMes Gray, Director
Bay Area Writing Project
School of Education.
University of California. Berkeley

D.
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a

uction

In 1946 George Orwell defi ed the language of politics as "the defense
of the indefensible." Political language today is stilt the &tense of the
indefensible. It is also the denial of reality.

I am asking ,that as teachers of corppositio". we think about language.
That we respect it not as something that has a life of its own without our
poor power to direct or corrept it. For then we owe the language nothing.
'and ouz language. in turn, owes us less. For you and I know that words and

. actions have very strong ties. And when scholars, philosophers, literary
.critics, respected journalists, and*st but certainly, not least, teachers of
,English begin to worry about Saying the English -Language, or Double-
speak. or The Art of Bull, what is it we worry about, the laquage or the
self, our actions as much as our words..?

Elizabeth Hall interviewing George Steiner in an article for Psychology
Today asked Steiner why he as a critic of literiture should talk so much
about soncentration camps. Steiner explained that he always believed
human savagery and killing were caused by lack of education. But then
he began to wonder: "Could there be certain things right inside culture
that somehow helped barbarism.... Perhaps we -build up tremendous
frustrations about physical violence in a world where language has become
the substitute for action."

Myself. I am fairly certain that some things inside our culture support
barbarism and violence. It may be. as Steiner suggests, that language,has
become a sub4titute for action, but langudge .is still our means to discover
and express what is happening tcpus..Men hen and die for a word. They
may fight and die because they are suirounded by words. They may, fight
and die for lack of a word. They may die without fighting. There are areas
in us which are yet inexpressible, but when we ask .if our language can be
saved, we are asking in fairly plain talk whetiker our minds can be saved
, .. from dying for lack of ti word, or dying from battling phantoms and
being betrayed by them. r -

Orwell said earlier i19461 that the decadence of our language is probably
curable.**nd' he gave us six "Canadian Air-Force Exercises" by which to
cure ourselves. It means doing these exercises regularly. I propbse to work
with Orwg1I's six rules, but to modify them somewhat in light of what I see
happening to our language. The rules won't make .sense tous unless we
know and have by our sides Orwell's "Politics and the English Language."

w .
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Fiir I do not, cannot. presuthe to rewrite this essay. hut in order to update
the 'rules and suggest lessons by which we can teach the rules. I will have
to suggest those areas in our language and our thinking where. I believe.
1Ve are walking alound in the mud or drifting around without toUching the
ground. I will have to intrude my own philosophy from time to time.
, My philosophy begins with this proposition: teachers I composition
have a moral resptinsibility. whether we are teaching bright. average, or
"di fkcted" children. and the responsibility, is to the word. the sentence.
an the idea. Words We powerful. They can enlighten. They can save
'hearts and minds. They can also corrupt and destroy. They can support
barbarism or encourage it. Sticks aud stones are not alone: wordi break
'bones. More than break. they can make it appear that no hurt has
occurred: no bones were there to begin with,



Clive 11's First Rule

omen's hirsi rule is- Never ow a metaphor, a iimtle (;r other figure of
N'h .vou are wed to Idwing in pnni. FirM a lesson about figures

of speech. a few little pieces of-verse. siime hallads. some rock lyrics to
illustrate that we use metaphors all the time. l'he big job that awaits us
is to make clear the relationship between metaphor and the inflated style.
isetween metaphor and esphemisM. But we canlAake that step until we
know what metaphor is. lh addition to a formal ksson on figures of speech,
or esen to take the place of such it lesson, we can explain metaphor
graphically by Intersectiop";

A

Let circle A he somebody\ faee and circle B a peach or a nec.
'tarine or whatever fruit make', good comparisons possible. lf,
now. we say that a boy or a girl resembles a nectarine or a tanger .
inc. it must he that A and 11 have some comnIon characteristics.
So we list.the characteristics of the face and the fruit separately
and then abstract the common traits. Or we can suggest at once
what trans A and 13 share. smooth skin. red cheeks. the kind you
like "to bite.- What we begin see is that the two circles or two
sets can be said to intersect.

The idea is fairly simpk.,It sjeknowledges the separateness of being
hut it also forces us to see a unity. The two set, meet at some point. In
discovering that a lace is like a nectarine. we see the face in a new way.
Kids like this gime of intOsection. If s a gixxi way to talk about metaphdr.
And then we c.an send our students to the dictionary or the glossary of

3
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lernw and, the definition of metaphor is no longer so terribly
ct:We Can even define "tenor" 'and "vehicle" hy this method.

FLOWERS AND HEARTS

Next. you con bring flowers..a bowl of fruit. Mushroom or sea-
shells to school. If you start with Waters, what the kids are going.
,to .discover rather quickly is that the names for some of the
floWers are alreody metaphor daisy. snapdragon. golden rod.
buttercup. Holding a flower or a mushroom, you ask the class to
write at,least one thing that it reminds them of. Remind the class
that they must return to being kids again when they play this
gante becaiitts,httle people don't usually borrow their ideas from
Others. They'n: not ashamed to say what comparisons first pop
into their heads. that something looks like,.something else. even
though (hes may be punished for what they say te.g. telling a
pregnant lady that she's swolkn or that she looks like a balloon).
Some of sour students will produce nothing for whatever reason

hut you will have five or six who will he able to see shooting
stars. paintbrushes, pin cushions in a flower, Seashells are mar .
vekius. too, The point is the class doesn't have to struggle to
define metaphor. It's all around them They use them every day.
The Class should ditto or publish its new names forTlowers. sea-
shells and mushrooms. They can.also play imersec ion

Here are sonic cscellent ways to dehne metaphor ml addition to -the
implied comparison: which really means nothing to ki s. I have better
luck with these.

Metaphor loiiks the common m the unci imim in.

I. Metaphor is the conscious naming of one obiect or idea for
another because these ob*ls or ideas share analogies.

.1 Metaphor is tr)..ine to lit o single instance or a s;!farate fact
into a tinalits.

Metaphor is not analiigy.
i. Sietaphor is a transition, a crossing over. Jr. ritersectom.

b. Metaphor is the result ol concentrating or really looking., see-
ing. or thinking It is the heiehtening of experience,

1 Metaphor is the expansion of a singk per-eption which we
carry heonit its boundaries by seeing it in more and more

relatn
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FROM THE FLOWER TO THE EUPHEMISM

:Now. you supply the class with a list of pretty terms and ask
thein to supplv the source, the original.

I. visually handicapped
sanitary engineer. seleetive service

4 midriff bulge
f. underarm

6 memory garden
7. liberate
K. sekcted out

'9. Yerbabxe
10. perspire

Here are the answers tyou may prefer a matching question):
11 blind. 2) iamtor. 3$ drah.mtbiary. 4) Isa. 5) armpit. to cemetery.
in older eupheMism. 7, grati.11) fired !fired as from a joh). 91 talk,
101 sweat .

Here's another list

I. unmentionables
2. severe norm siolators

oseraehiever
4 effe'ctuate an actisity

price adjustment
h oserindulgence
7. underachiever
N participatory democracy

;,lumber room.
111 to plot carter stratefis
I I. protectise ieactipn air

strike

a we bomb them before they
bomb us

h, a grind
c. to find agother job
J., inflation
e, making alipig of yourself
I , underwear
g. a kid whcifaik in school
h, a yelling or st reaming match
I. to, get a kid tor an adult) to.,

do .somethinit he doesn't
want to do
.for corpses

k. young lawbreaker*

Anssters Wi 12 ki 13-10 14-1) t5111 fl.gt 04-hi 19.0 11011
!Mai

HOW TO TEI.1 A I.IE IN YOUR OWN 111cING ROOM

We h.ete to &hue euphemispi :dong with Orthell's first rüIe For
entthemism Is the term that embraces all of the illnesses that Orwell
.inac-ils, euphemism that falls like -snow. that ciAers like a blanket that
pouts hke \stall, that pedumes the air with smells that remind the nose
vaeueh, III pine or lemon sir spitke but sure doesn't smell like the real, thing,
If %se are :Ole to dchne the euphemism. and I mean by definition, write an
intelligent paragraph ifl the subject then we <an make better sense of
trwdl's first role Nicser use metaphor. simile or other figure of speech
hich vs till are used to seeing in print We van even change this rule to fit

.1 1hr tern +. sn h.4* Int% cmpie Ironi 44 6sefts.k. ht. Aim I 11.v:In4 in The Sju
Yank F.1 NI,"#.2% 1 wfpris.. A ( 'hinnt, I, moil, 1st 112
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the stibeth. Of those kids who aren't aecUttomed touring anything in print.
"Never homy from tekv-COon a phrase whieh sounds good but really
says. nothing. Never take what isn't yours, Look for yourself, bear ...for
,yoursellf, time for yourself. lee for yourself. feel for yoUrstlf. Don't let

. canned words do your thinking. Try to he honest when.you write. Some:
times thinking is hard: the nght word &levet come easily. but !try to hnd
.the right word If you try, you won't

Hut how to mar kids i.-onscrouv of euphemism as a device they iltould--
,-aStud" To call a ignitor a sanitary engineer is not such a terrible thin.g.
Besides: if you gist men ant) women farmer titles: they can ask for better
wages and 11144C respect Rut many people use euphemism to spare them .
wives and others hurt And the little soft lie need's to be examined before
it becomes a habit tit he nice esen when the situation no longer requires
gentility,

Here are %octal sit Uatitins in which you: a member of our class.
may or fila!i 11021 11,1111 iiurseli Ben if you are incapable of
stealing a picklt4 from a barrel or a cookie from a tar, try .to do
itus viercisc Ail4ou base to do IS supply a -nicer" word or
phrase for the real thing,. a word or phrase that makes you feel
better or look biter

You.steal money from your meter or father's wallet.
You C-ops foup,your neighbor s r,ta r during an MUM

3. You Ivat up 'roar kid brother or.taster
hit a honiework assignment. yau copy seserai pages from a
library rderence book and turn in these pages without
resealing whose words you have taken and what book you /
time lisCul
YOU *MO, Oar dad or mother's atuomohilc

h You wrevk sour own autornohole..
Thu forge your father's signature to a check,.

$ You svalk off AO a transistor from Macfs department store,
q You break Muir the school's auditrvisual lab and take three

lapr fellIrders and all the caSISCiles VOtt can carry.
10 You take drugs regularly

You van iuld to this !est if you like. Remember the instructions.'
You want a softer way. perhaps a moreguildess way. to express
these actions. You may come up with Several phrases for one
action and get absolutely Hocked on another. It's O,K. Here's
an ciample of what I want yott to do: Someone you know has
cancer, What do you. regularly say? Do you say cancer? You say
someone has' a very serious illneks" or a "terminal condition.," Get
the picture" Try these ten. You may discover that you can't come'
up with a word or a phrase: but you can produce a (tidy good
excuse for sohi,visf these actions, Write the excuse.. Once you've

6 /
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weitted the e
that help y

se,, the chances are you'll find the word -a words
disguise what you've done.

Some definitio s of euphemism in addition to "the mild'or the indirect
or the.falsely 4elkate for the harsh or the real": .11 language that makes
good what is t4isieallv rotten, 21 a lot of lt.Kintlics to cover a dirty neck
dnd fitec 31 pt. fume to cover an unwastfed body. A kid/put it this way:
"lt it's metaphor irs not euphemism:* He wx: On his way.

The Fulihediton of the rear .

Th Soo Fratyiceo chrit-le. 'Jury 19. 1978:
"Natalfines 4tOCkhOlders, are receiving .an extra ltt. ten' a slime
t1Ividendhecause .. igthetL The 727 H keems kvasMi hcavilr

arc: attet!ta ' imagance benefit 4if ,.1.7 million
6i41/1,19,'1,tm 4ritil for'the three people' who'were killed in that
erashf' CS' ie:iti,-::neat...,People;with sharer, in Pratyrial,.the only warm

,f1v. -another eighteen enWiiiiached to-vrhat, the9:alked1y were getting.
t evert Avnter.is4,ttr--v.0 National Ail:pries refers ti; the,crish that killect

Quee.4irtindile a million, 164he'StoCitholdgr"s report., the crash is, an
insoluntdry conYvrsion of a 727'.1,61tn.4,.lys. "les the, euphemism ef the

. .
scar But tes.meaning1M.after. What does t metels involuntary con--
'scr;oi a good metaPhOr for.',.0011:f.,Why notsay crash?

-Whether kids schOol or ajunior
colkge. theV,WOn'e.YaiVir"*:gikAi.itivrie:they're bored il you ask them to

id tell you why she airline cuiçt st !re-rakt." tint to help.them along: here
ate MAIM tome, tor discussion .or;;7c4:.i.mpositiOu. \

t

Aft

I What's an aulomobile crash? W, lint happens? You've witnessed
seseral crashes in your P-riverfd..trai*rtg. Describe a crash,
Make us see that crash: -.-

..- - , _

-1 Picture the Crash of a 727 HoW are you going, to -describe it't
fie quite literal andluloecid.fAct:because you. wiinflo con-,,,.
centrate on the facts. You're, au eugineer, '. \.

-1 You .ire. 4 reporter at the scene of:40sairline crash. What do
u

, yo see? How dii ,;ou feel? How do others around yoli feel?'
i What ilo 'you want your readers to experience? Kee`p Alvin
nimd as .you write.) How will your reporting differ from,.the-
report of the engineer?

,

e.

3, Play the original tape of the burning of the Hindenburg. What
is it ihdi the reporter makes us see. hear. feel?

leave and Innate% lupin means that an as, a my a Mane or a
huddintii van rt. It.neer vert..f. ,ITA the dt'L'epICA1 wait, If .,Inctor, hutm th' wo, that's an in%01.
untaq ettniierut.tn 01 an lis intended use. lv sib thank% lo Si' it Keechi

.



5. Nikos Kazantiakis's Span describes the cirash of a bomber
-414W the Spanish Civil War,-

TIM eould see blood all over tisCiFatrrat. And among the
twisted Xhattered remnants. we made oui'a_slimy shape-
"the pilot." cried the soldiers. as they started clearing aiva5,
the pieces of 'iron and machinery and rOken\ wings.: In
spite of origing to get away. I forced myself to stay there:.
to watch: not to lose a single drop of the horror. 'A stretcher.
arrived. The soldiers bent over and handful by handful.
scooped the human, pulp onto the stretcher.

What does this passage ,Make us see, hear, touch. feel? Doei
this pussage force us to use any of Our other senses?

h. Why can's tht men and .tvonien who write the wkholder's
report for National Airlines spy the- crash of a 7.. not the
involuntary conversion of a 127?

I believe most kids can write a blistering paragraph on the last question.

or.. and This is a distinct possibility, h peculiar 'defense of this kind of
language te.g .'"Wha t's wrong with hiding t.he facts?). \i

But something has happened. The class is begirning to understand
euphemikm aqd metaphor. They can't help themselves.

WHY MUST EUPHEMISM AVOID KETPHOR?

Now I want the class to explore with-me the kind of language
euphemism uses. A game helps._We have several lists from which
to-work. Let's.take five 10 six easy terms, easy beeause the' kids-
have heard them on TV Or in the market or even in class:

I. sanitary engineer '4. overindblgence
2. midriff bulge 5. verbalize
3. memory garden

Can we ma a erteralitation yet? Well, we see nouns in four out
of fiNv and an itt" attached to an adiective-noun "verbal.- The
mAms arpear to be accompanied by lidlectives. Let's try another

A w

I. effectuate an aciivity 4. visually handicapped
2. severe norm violation 5. liberate
3. ,selected out

DocA the same principle emerge:' a noun modified by another
word, a trewly constructed verb-a root here, a suffix these?
suppose we hove a new hst before us:

r 4
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1. air support
2. containment 12-ji
3. functional retardates 13-d)
4. structured situation 14-a)
5. dichotomize 15-0
h. disadvantaged (6-f)
'/. readjustment center (7-g)
8. expenditure (14-e)

9. substandard housing 19-hl
10. flotation System

a. a eiassroom
b. a waterbed
c. cost or costs
d. kids who fail a subject

bombing
poor or ignorant -t6)

g. a prison
!). a slum

to divide
10-b) concealing information

it about the language of Column 1 as opposed to Column II that
bothers us? 1-n every case a simple noun or verb in Column II 'gets blown'
up in Colurbn I. Sometimes the word gets blown up twice. A bloWn-ap
n'oun "housing" gets more air pumped into it when "substandard" accorn !
panics it. All this air. What purpose does it serve? Quitethe opposite of
the aptaphor. And yet behind the euphemism, there is ofteh an attempt to
use riktaphor. To say that something is something else or like something
else is to make comparisons. It is to amine two different objects or ideas -

in order to see with wonder that they have lines, texture, smell or feeling
ill common. The euphemism is the product of looking and then looking
away. Even when it consciously looks for metaphor as in "memory garden"
for cemetery. it is not looking for Meaning. At its best or most gentle, when
it seeks to protect peOple from hurt, it often accebts a very palpitating
fact, like cancer, an automobile accident, an airplane crash, a rape, a
Mein and then covers it or drapes it: The fact is itself vivid. The senses
see, smell, taste, tottch. The faot 'even overwhelms the senses, and people
faint, especially if someone they love is in that crash, coffin, or diagnosis.
gut the euphemism looks away or overlooks,' It does not abstract Meaning.
It hides it. That's almost What it's paid to do. ltsk any mortician 'or the
manufacturers of involuntary conversigps.

Poets do not conceal death. They reveal itby metaphor. They give us
meaning as they themselves reach for truth.

Here is "I Heard a Fly Buiz When I Died" by Emily Dickinson:
L.

I heard a Fly buzz-- when I died
The Stillness in the Room
Was like the Stillness in the Air-

- Between the Heaves of Storm

.The Eyes around had wrung them dry
And Breaths were gathering firm .

For that last Onset when the King
itnessed in the Room,/

4.
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I willed my KeepsakesSigned away
What portion of me lie
Assignableand then it was
There interposed a Fly

With Blue uncertain stumbling Buzz
Between the lightand me
And then the Windows failedand then
I could not see to see-- .

Catch the'keepers of memory gardens selling burial 'plots with "I Heard a
Fly Buu." It won't work: it won't sell"

t.

1 Could Not See to See,

I believe a good book Rredisposes toward morality. I beirteve that a good
. hook or poem makes one want to be mOral. Morality Comes from affectièn,

sympathy, and understanding. I want to teach euphemism, its use and
abuse, but kids are not going to come up with euphemisms of their own.
They don't want to dig yet. So I give them Eve!), Waugh's The Loved

One,-And-while no-helping them explore satire, I ask them to keep a list
of euphemisms. Then they look at Mitford's The American Way of Death
itvAirder to compare two different approaches to the-funeral industry..

I send several volunteers to visit the local funeral 'establishments to
do a saturation report. Man, do they return with euphemisms and bias-

, .phemy! I also invite, enCourage ,a defense of the practices of our funeral .
industry even invite a guest speaker.

After all is said Sind done, after a guest speaker has assured us that
unpleasant realities have to be given "inexistence," that it is merciful to
say "departed" rather than "dead," what must we do in return?

We don't have to tell off our guest, for if a representative of the funeral
industry does come to call, we will write hiM a polite thank-you note..He
has taught us a lesson about business ethics and language; and with new
appreciation. we can now return to the metaphor and Emily Dickinion's
"I Heard a Fly BuzzWhen I Died" fo see how a poet trips up death, not
by selling us a bill of goods and a pile of coffins, but rather by taking us
Ity the hand and, giving us meaning.

Poets try not to use a metaphor, simileor other figures of speech which
. they are used to seeing in, print. The trick is to have something o say, not
somethinj to hide. For to hide you must tUrn.to enphemism.

°Teachers may Wish to explore with students other ways pgets,Itave used metaphor rather
than eupehmism to treat death honestly. Some suggestions are "Death Be Not Proud" by

'John Donne. "The Last Night That She Lived" by Emily Dickinson, "A Refusal to Mourn the
Death. by Fire, of a thild in London" by Dylan Thomas, "Buffalo Bill's defunct" by e. e.
cummings. "Little Elegy" by X. I. Kennedy. and "The Death of the Ball Turrett Gunner" by
Randall Jarrell.
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WE DESTROiED A VILLAGE IN ORDER-TO SAVE IT

Ihe Viet Nam War sought to defend the indefensible. Euphemism was
rampant in the prose of the Pentagon and he military. Hen is.an exercise
which could follow some of the photos which came out of this war: the
napalmed Firl fleeing, the father holding a shrapnekl child in his arms:

A
I. the war in Viet Nam (l-h)
2. to spill more blood 134

continuing a mar
3. the total destruction of . (3-i)

a city by an atom bomb
4. the total desauction of (4.-j)

another city in retaliation .

for the first
. 5. to refrain from using atom (5-1)

bombs
a force oflockets aimed (6,k)
at rockets and. bombers. .

of tile enemy
7,. to drop a bomb . (7-e)
8. shot to death by kin enemy .(8-d)
9. to fire a shell 1941

10. radioactive fallout 110-0
.11. crop Nisoning 11-al
12. destruction of .vegetation (12' -b)

13. .uprooting a village% (13-m)
14. to execute undfficially I4-n)
15. to kill one of your own (15-o)

men with a grenade
16.- to kill in,batipes
17. a bombing attack on the (17-4)

enemy

a.

b.
C.

d.
C.

f.

13.

h.

j.
k.
1.

m..

n.

o.

p.
cl.

resources Cop f:ol
defoliation
a cloud

to expend ordinance
undqrtake interdiction
to eicalate
advisory-intervention
taking out a city
exchange of populations
counter-force
controlled response -

population resettlement
to terminate with extreme
prejudice
to irag
to waste
an advance retaliatory
protective mission

Even teachers can have trouble with this matching exercise. The war
in Viet Nam is now history. but the difficulty with performing thikmatching
question is that the language in Column B is so uhspecific. qharle4s4cCabe
of The Son Franciwo Chronicle uses adjectives like "emollient" to de-
scribed these terms. He quotes Cardinal Newman, who said, "Mistiness is
the mother of safety." But it is Orwell whoells us what is happening. In
almost all of Column B. the words, many of them Latin, "fall upon the facts
like soft snow, blurring the outlines and covering up all the details." What
we have is euphemism, and euphemism often makes its point or dulls its
point by a novel use of cliché.



Some diacussion questions for Aragraphs or papers should follow this
exercise.

, I. To waste means to kill in batches. Is to waste really a euphe-
mism? Define euphemism carefully before you take on this
question.

2.. When Lieutenant William J. Calley described the My Lai mas-
sacre, he spoke of "wasting people." Think of the verb "to
waste Write several sentences in which you use this vtrb,
e.g. "I wasted my time yesterday." Now think of waste as a
noun, as an adjective. What pictures come to mind. Is "to
waste" a good metaphor for killing people in batches? Why?
Whynot?

3. Difoliation metaphor. euphemism or bOth?

4. Charles McCabe of The San Fran Cisco Chronicle calls the
language or he' Viet.Nam War "Pentagonese."And. he never

tires of saying at .Pentagonese is "language that defends the
indefensible." R view the above list. How does McCabe's
statement the's quoting George Orwell) apply to the above
list?

tTS, BATS, AND BUDS

Orwell. in.his Aialysis o what made writing in his time linavOidably"
' ugly. explains that when a writercan't say what he wants to say, he becomes
"...almost indifferent to whether his:words msan anything or not." Orwell
says. "Quite apart from 'avoidable' ugliness, two qualities are amnion to
them all Ihe has just'sgiven us five piecei of prdlel: staleness of imagery
yal..; lack of precision." Under staleness of imagery,, he discUsses .the

Vdying metaphor, the dead metaphor, and a "huge dump of worn-out meta-
phors which have, lost all, evocative power and are merely used because
they sive people the trouble of inventing phrases for themselves:..and
incompatible metaphors...frequently mixed, a sure sign that the writer.
is not interested in what he i saying." SOne metaphors, Orwell insists, are
twisted out of their original Meaning: "toe the liner sometimes 'written
"tow the line."

The distinctions that OrWell makes between the dead and the dying
inetaphor, the dying and the twisted are wonderfully funny, but the meta-
phor of Watergate wasn't funny..lt was sick., But how ,do we get young
people to appreciate' this sort of illness 'when they see it? Here is an exer-
cise whose substance I arn borrowing from a piece which Dick Meister,
then labor correspondent for The San Francisco Chronicle, wrote se*eral
years ago.

12
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1. to keep your ear to the grindstone
2. to get a toe hold in the public eye
3. to hitch up our troubles and throw down our gauntlets
4. to have plans underfoot
5. to go down the drain in a steamroller
6. to be sold down the drain
7. to git a country out of the eight ball
h. to take a flying gambit'
9. to deal with the whole gambit of an affair"

10. to get our dandruff up
I I. to smell a rat and nip it in the\bud -

12. to go off the deep end of a re rvation
13. to take a bear by the horns
14. to grasp a nettle by the horns
15, to find too many cooks in the soip
16. to visit every cranny and crook the district

Number 16 may be a genuine slip of the tongue, but the tendency fhiough-
out is malapropism. not because someone is showing off his ignorance but
because someone doesn't really give a damn. He's on the road to Duck-
speak." and he's taking us with him.

What doei the teacher do with Meister's list? The teacher lets the, class
play Mad magazine: Everybody draws or tries to draw a picture of his
favoriteAtunt: How does one ."go down the drain in a steamroller?' How
does one eal with," or better. "deal a whole gambit?" What the teacher
wants to' do is get the kids to see how ridiculous the pictuie, the image is.
The imagery is not stalevit's ridiculous. The aim of metaphor is to make
someone else see what you see,'hear What You hear. When-pictures clash
or smash or have no real relationship to one another, like "going off the
deep end of a reservation." then it meansthat the writer isn't really looking,
thinking, or feeling. He's just blabbing.

'Try pictures of these:
I. .to deep-six papers
2. a White-House Horror Story
3. to ventilate the structure of campaigning
4. to develop (additional) information
5. to gather together to compare inorances
6. to test the aronology of one's knowledge (or somebody else's

knowledge)
7. to st )n a proposal'

*There's gambit it, chess. There's gamble as in game of chance. And there's gambol as
in caper goats do it.

"Then there's gamut, which is an exercise in itself.
. "*Duckspeak. see George Orwell'IL1984.
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H. to follow, a channel of reporting
9. to be brought up to speed on events

. 10. to deal with people telephonically
II; a zero defect system

'-
Richard Gantbino's"Watergate Lingo" makes my job easy. His supply of

what he calls "martyred" metaphor is inexhaustible. But now we ask the
class to draw pictures of the items in the second list. This time it isn't so
easy. The teRcher can remind the class that Watergate happened only
yesterday, buY we bury the past so quickly the teacher will have to recount
the story of Watergate or have the class read Woodward and Bernstein.
And even after the kids know whit hapkned to Nixon and what almost
happened to the country, drawing a picture of most of the eleven items is
going to be difficult. In the first exercise, the pictures 'are cockeyed, but
kids can draw. them. In the second exercise the task is almost impossible.
I suppose we can draw someone "deep-sixing papers" or 'dealing with
people telephonically," but the visual image is fading fast. Gambino calls
Watergateilingo "a language. of 'non-responsibility." It's not the inadvertent
slip, or a meaning which the writer or a speaker cannot express. The
language of Watergate comes closer to Orwell's statement that "a writer
is almost indifferent as to whether his words mean anything or not." Men
like Erlichman, Haldeman, Dean, Mitchell were trying to make their guilt,
their responsibility, go- away. John, Kenneth *Galbraith in "The Age of
Wordfact" explains precisely what is happening: "The wordfact makes
words a precise sOstitute for reality. This is an enormous codvenience.
It means that to say something exists is a substitute for its existence. And
to say that something will happen is.as good as having it happen..."

said earlier that language and action have deep roots. Says Galbraith,
"Where once it was Said of a statesman that he suited action to the words,
now he suits the words to the actions." Except that these words are no
longer words. They are quacks. A "point in 'time" 'is a quack. "Pre-situa-
tion" .and "post-situation"' are more quacks' but they didn't come out of
ducks. They came out of well, what kind of men were those who spoke
the language of Watergate? How come they' were so lacking in conscience?
It isn't that they were .mindless. The language wasn't washed out of their
brains, just bleached until there was almost no color..Something else. They
couldn't lie the way they did without some instruction. Their jargon is not
only the jargon of spy movies and melodrama, but the jargon of the Ameri-
can market Oace and the jargon of the impossible dream. And perhaps
the jargon of\ Men who believe that all pigs are equal but some pigs are
more equal...

Vreiituation a post-situation are tem more poinu in time.
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Never Use-a Long Word

)1(./
The second Canadian is the exercise that tells us Never to use' a long

.4 word where I short one will do. But you- like long words. So do I. So let's
modify this rule. We select long words if these words will mike the person
who has to read our work or hearZar talk see what we see, feel what we
feelsensuous words. Sensuous words? The Nazis used sensuous words!
Jews and also Russians and Poles were "two-legged lice, .putrid vermin--
like roaches ona dirty wall." I am borrowing from George Steiner's "The-
Hollow Miracle." People can lie sensuously and use short Words. But we
ate ialking about choices. We protest that we like lorl words. We like
their soundand their musiC:Why should w squelch them in the nanie of
.Orwell? We7itraspft! But there are exercises to explain iihe necessity for
that rule. The kihave to see the blown-up style. They/even have to yell
in pain, "Cut it out!" "Say it in five!" "What bull!" Here is some bull:

I. The choice of exogenous vviables in relation to multicolinearity
is contingent upon the derivations of certain multiple correlation
cOefficients. t A paper by a college senior, froM James P. Degnan.
"Masters of Babble." College English)

.

2. Accidental death benefits will not be payable if death is caused
by or contributed to by infirmity of mind/orbody or any illness:-
or disease -other than a bacterial,infection occurring in conse-
quence of an accidental injury on the exterior of the body. (From
a life insurance policyquoted by M)Iton Moskovitz,. in "Plain
English -1 nsurance." San Francisco Chronicle)

3. Even ill the,most quaatitative subjets, there is some error or at
least 'a lack.of reproducibility in the termination of scores on any-
one examinition; in subject areasta.which more subjective deter-
rninations are made. this lack of. reproducibility is exacerbated.
IA letter from a college adMinistrator. U.S. News & World
Report) ,

, 4. Well. I have alwayS thought, that if a political institution or com-
Mince enacted the rule of.. an eleemosynary, it would, like the
Pharisee, brag about it on all opportunities, and so you agreed
with me that a doubing Thomas might think that this money was
routed in theclandestine way not only to keep it secret but also
to keep (sect.ett those people that were receiving the money.
(Sam Ervin on laundered mbney from a Charles McCabe article
titled. "Hot Air." The San Francisca Chronicle) .

5. The goal of the exchange is to address stereotyping and prejudice
that is still prevalent in our society by offering a mechanism, for
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yourSung people toexperience a different world view than their
own. (From an ad bl the National Student'Exchange)

6. Such preparations shall be Made as will eompletely obscureall
. Fedetal buildings and non-federal buildings occupied by the

Federal government during an itir-raid for any period of time
from visibility by reason of internal or external illumination.
(A public administration order, quoted in Geoffre, Wagner's
"The Language of Politics")

7., The rejection is particularly unfortunate because of the governor's'
perscinal concern with this grant. that I must report our reView
of your preapplication indicates the program described ih thatr

,sdocument does not meet the minimum requirements established
.6y the 1egislation. t From an article by McCabe entitled "Cuttle-
fish!Prose")

8. There came a time when there was a feeling, that at least, on my
part, based on what 11% Dean.was telling me about the unravel-
ling oi thi thing. tha(Mr. Magruder may have had some involve-
ment-and that culminated in a meeting with Attorney General at
the end of July on the 31st ofJuly where Maginder was specifical-
ly discussed. (Froni "The Watergate Hearings." Newsweek)

What shall we do with these eight examples of inflated prose? First, we
ask the class to count the number of "big" wbrds in each passage. This
coUnting is important. I You'll see why shortly.) Using the dictionary as a
friend, we'See whether it is Nssible to reduce the passage: Can we say
What the paragraph says in one sentence. Let's try. The answers follow:

Supply_determines demand.

2. No death benefits unless you die from an,infection following the
accident.

3. Even in subjects like math it is hard to predict test scores, or it is ,

hard to predict_ how teachers will grade, or it is hard to predict
Whether a student who does well on one test will do well in an-
other. iti subjects like English, the job becomes impossible.

4. I always believed that if politicians depended on charity they
would brag about their virtuous poverty, and you agreed that this
money was hidden so that these crooks could look good,

5. We want to fight stereotypes by getting kids to exchange homes.

6. Justiell people to pull'down their shades during an air raid. .

7. I'm sorrY that -we have to refuse you, governor, init the program
you want does not meet our requirements

.8. Magruder. was one of us.
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There may he other interpretations of these eight pieces and, therefore.
other short Nits. The point wc should be making is that the long words in
these passages serve no purpose except to fog up meaning.. It doesn't
mean that the long words are criminals. Words like "derivation," "infirm-
ity.- "exacerbate" are great wOrds if people use them with care and
respect. And the teacher can, at this point. present the class with his (Win
favorite prow passages-- from Milton. Swift, Mill. or from Tocqacyille.
.What we want to make clear from these eight tyou can add mornthe
Watergate tapes. legal contracts. campaign speeches) is what language
sounds like when people hide what they want to say or don't really know
what they ward to say. Long words make better cloaks. But a short word
can lie too.

Another exercise that should follow:

Arrange jhese eight passages in descending ordo which is the
biggest bit of hull? And the next. And the next. Which has the
least bar (This exercise is partichtEly interesting because al-
though nuMber 5ight has very, few big words, it can easily go at
the top of the list. Why? What it has to hide rk so obvious. But

item eight uses other.tricks.eiUks that Orwell speaks.of, and so
sh:111 we.) 4.

. A WORD.CAN BE A PW
r

We are still on Orwell's second principle, preferring the short word to
the long. Oncfe more we want to'stress intention. When we asi the kids
to' become comocious, of their own language. we rare asking them to
become conscious of mei.aing: Deciding whether to use short or long'
words presews vthee problems, desp.itle Orwell's very last rule that we
throw out all of his rules. if Vi order to observe any onl of (hem we iave
to say or write something "outright barbarous." .

Here's the second problem. Consider this lint, which I borrow from
Cynthia H. Fnloe and Mostafa Rejai.

The New Vocahulaq
I. Political System
2. Stability
3. Levels of Violence
4. Conflict
5. Dysfunction
6. Development
7. Interaction
8. Decision-Makers
9, Variables

M. Input

17

.c
f he Old VorrOulaly
1. Country,
2. Peace
3. War
4. Hatred
5, Tension
6. Prog...ess
7. Diplomacy
8. Statesmen
9. Events
10. Information

1 .
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If we examine the list, the new versus the old, we see that the
longer, more abstract term is not necessarilyia way of "fogging
up" the old. Item I: "it political system" does mean "country." but
it means more than country. A political system takes in country
and, on the surface; appears to be obscuring country. hut if we
ask ourselves what a political system reall- means, we can't say.
"It means nothing: it's just a euphemism for country." The authors
say that the new words"symbolize new perceptions of the world."!
Let us consider for a moment "decision-maker" versus "states-
man." The statesman. by his "discrete choices." his very .person-
ality, is the crucial factor in shaping the course of international
affairs, say the authors. The decision-maker is a systems.analyst.44,-
one who is "unassed by and less optimistic, about, policy-by-
state..mans4 ...Th.- systems analyst understands the numerous
factors over which statesmen have only marginal control." I have
not suggested a specific exercise with this list. I leave it to the
teacher to decidt. depending on the class.

So. we have to be wary of calling all long words phony. I May. for
example. hate 'the word "interaction" because I have heard it used so
often to cover up "dialogues" where the parties concerned or thc "con-
cerned parties" reallitdon't give a darn what the other party is saying or
feeling. Interaction is another name for "everyone doing his own thing."
But interaction versus diplomacy is something else. If we come to under-
'stand interactionohly as a meaningless label, and a systems analyst as a
guy Who is unemotional. calculating, even, inhuman. .then we can't begin
to thMk of a dialogue with him. We just want to blow his brains out...
which leads me to the language .

The language of violence is full of short. offensive. Anglo-Saxon words.
They hit us right in the "kisser" and cause us to bleed, Sticks and stones
can break our bones. and So can words.

if we call a man. woman, or child a "gook," a."dink," or "vermin" las
the Nazis loved to call the Jews), we remove the human being. We can
"waste" a gook or a dink and certainly "gas" vermin. So the new verbs
"to waste" or "to frag" are a peculiar kind of euphemism. They're not long
words. and they don't make pretty what is ugly. They are IR.! iike "selective
ordinance" (or napalm or "mechanical ambush", tor booby-trap. If we
exterminate vermin, we are doing what comes naturally. If we kill a pig,
it's not murder. If an officer gets (ragged, it's because he didn't !;e1 the
message. that hc's a pig. and pigs.get the full treatment. You see?

The point is that if we use language to make abstractions of pe ple, we
can do it with a short word as Well as a long. The idea of the eu4,hemism
is to turn us away from reality for a while. Murder is homicide. aiild there's

'Their article, "The New Style in U.S. Foreign Policy." firs' ,ublished in W rldview. 1970.
1 recorruneftd to anyorrewho loves zasy rules and snappy generalizations &tun language.
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it.)1 a man in homicide. if we care to remember. but there are no people'
in "selective erdinionce" ot in **mechanical ambushes" or "pigs" or "ver-
min." So peoph= :Ircome things. and less than things, and our own flesh
and brcod !,-,ecome pigs..no matter their color. And it's easy. it's even
right, to stick a pig. kill him.

What do we do about Orwell's seck.,4d rule or exercise? We change it.
'Don't use a long word to hide a short word. Don't use a shot.; word to
make a human being a *no' thing. Don't use a short wo d or a long word to
tell a lie. not to yourself, not to others.",

More Short Words

A TV drama Born Innocent had art explicit rape scent_ One could make
a good case for Born Innocent as social commentary or social document.
hat NBC could have movet! the,show to eleven PM and deleted the rape
scene:NBC was greedy. Whateser Would elevate Their rating came first.
That there might be a few sick people out there who would learn the
wrong lesson was a possibility. hut freedom of expression and the first
amendment were at stakeand NBC got itself a winner. A nine-year-old
girl was raped hy kids who were imitating the rape scene.

We heard very little about the four young people who raped the girl.
Were they too young to understand:what they did? Were they too much
victims of society? Did they have the right to make other v;Nims? At what
point does compassion hegin in a child, and when does it cease.to exist?
NBC said that the rapists. or at least one of the rapists. didn't see the actual
rape scene. ;He :vas in the hathroont. His mother told him What had hap-
kned. Fascinating hut what did the four 'make of the nine-year-old
before, raping her? They WI to make her less, than human. didn't they?
.They had to make her a thing. a pig. less than a pig. Was it that others
had made thcm less thaii nothing? Orie wonders ihout ithe language of
their defense. One wonders how these 'kids can begin to defend them-
selves. what language they will use. Short or long? And their lawyers?

ran wetalk about these tpiestion.in our classrooms?
And write about them. because if we:write we have to think?
I think we must. For when we want to destroy people. as the Nazis did..

we have to make them nameless. This we do hy "gook." "clink," "nigger."
"Jew." "whitey." What did the four who raped the nine-year-old girl call
her? There must have been some tag or label. The lolpg word disguises.
clOuds up the indefensible. The short word defends. TO call a man a pig
ma,kes it easy. to frag him. To call a little girlwhat?-- makes it 'easy to
rape her.

9L-
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From Violence to Watergate

Excerpts f:om the Presideni's Merroir of March 21, Ir72 I.Vitci4.

1. As I examined him
he would be guilty.
that he. uh, parti
taking care of ih
1. as he p(;inte

ery tine of the v

July.22. 1974)

1
1John Dean) il uh. seems that he feels, even
)(some. uh. criminal liability. due to the fact
ipated in the actions. which. Uti, resulted in
defendants. while they were. uh.; under trial.
-out. uh, what is causing him 'concern is that
toils participants is n.isv getting his...own coun-

sr! and 'that this is going to cause conliderable probleMs because
',it will be each man for himself, and. alt. o'netill nut be afraid to
rot On the other.

Also fronL--774`e memoirs of March 21:
2 I feel for all of the people,inwolsed here, because they were 4111.

as I pointed out to them in the meeting in the. F.O.B..thi.,
noon. involsed for the very best motives. Ult.1 diSn't think
IA, certainly Haldeman or.Ehrtichman had'any Idea about bug-..

ng.1. I and of courseknoWPeasn didn:t. He in fact .pointed outs,
that . when. uh: Liddy had-firii iiresented this' scheme. it ,Iva's
wild that"Mitchill. Sat puffing his pipTratherchuck-- orsiiither.
uh. tiuckkng.all the while.- -

These Xeetpts are"frOm audictutin`g machine:When peopte,!talls
into a machine, 'they are a littk-more self-clonscious than they would te
in or*dinary cOnvc4sation. i,a wayi talking intoa Machine is like wrItihi.-

-.4It's the first step for some. people. It May hive . been the fourth' or foe-
, teenth'steP (Or NiOn, EVen if we remOve all the t'.uhs." the memoir Of

March 21 ,spunds, strangulated and terribly careful. But what's Nixon
. saying! Let's try this exereise: ?'

0

Weiake a red pencitand erolout allIhrtwopis we don't netd:'
We-gd. through this procedure several times.'The; firsf time. it
seems sae need almost every Word with the exception of the t,

v Then we.discoVer that Nve can reduce the first two lineS to "Joan
Dean is afraid:: The next 'two lineS",lobn Dean is afraid that

. he Oimmitted a Crime." The next two linesItHe 4ried to bribe
the defendants while they were on trial," The next. two"Eacht

,

defendant now has a lawyer." And finally, "It's riery Man for
- himself."

d-
I vannot swejr that kids who, don't.have the background to Watergate.'

will 'he 'able to reduce Ehrlichman's. N.O.Ion's; .Haldeman's. Dean's and
Mitchell's Waterg e prose. but if the teacher suppli,s the class with



exampks of their own prose. eAer in'conference time, or in ditto where
Ihe prow pihsages are, of coucse_., anonymouyzlhen the kids will getifie

_Itrtia: Ito?, pto.Ohle to er a...(wriPtbut, cut it 4no.tOrwcIrl third rukl.
%id d thicry voricc "BO then Ill have nothing to say:' let the teacher
congratulate aTe kid who has cried t,ut o hOnestly. Or should the cry ring

'-eWar "Wm We have to soften .the "Bv
hov. Many iayersr

. ..
It isn't i:he Scalpel; that, cuts tendon and muscli'along with the fat. That's

not mp.' bat we Wan i kids to he .doing in their own writing and in the speech.'
and the WritingOlothers.les'the binguagethat Noveriatp.ihaf denies. that ,
chegis,),hat 'hides.. 4'414 simPlylats nothing to say. Why should Amy

Ml Inw!
teachers of-compositiln. we won't he uSing thissort_of Oercise with

kids who are first struggling to put anything down:on paper. But with high,.,6
school seniors. freshmen ,Or 'sophomores in Colkge hearing and Seeing
the 'language of -Watergate may he *a .sobering experience: First Of:all;
the-language is so obviously full of bull that even if Ave can't reduce it.
sseknow, it -says nothing. Second, the tioks got caught. Yes, they are
.wrng theii meminrs; only this time. th4 won't have g4) mud' to hide.
NO doubt. they will turn to euphemisn? In Watergate they relied on
chicken-coop klonstructionstItus of phra s attached to conjunctions and

- no :guts And thc passive voice. We ari. proachiogthepassive yoice. But
tiot before ueido. the Watergate prow has another enchainment for us.

The Malaprop-Metaphor

try to draw a picalre of the following. One item will do.

1. to basically hunker Vown
2.. to ant&ipatv something h0ting the fan
I.* (0 tough it thro,dgh '
4 jo sightminvfidds down the roAd

to play hard ball
kbisociate,

A cycling situation
d ballplayer.who car rim! trenwndons Water

point in time
10 !MK' frame

.1,1,, to labor a point
pp the hang.otr.t road

1 1. to.get off tge cover.upline
14. a mOdified. limited tinging?

a

ow*

4

-
What van follow from this exerciSe are ses-eral pictures' which We will

probably has e to label obscene- like being goosed.by 4M ox".. or strol4Vd

iftww rtamirkk Are horn t ,htp Ne%m<in
"ii","(ed 14 an oi 001111 ASfirsti. ilk ars us
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by an associate. The purpose of this exercise isto make kids aware of
hOw the PreSident's men thought when they were trying harcl not to think.
Propoli this icheme to your class:

Someone says your tiachet, your minister, your social worker
"I..00k. you have to take !he bull by the horns." You're not a
farmer: you're city.'people. but what do you suppose that pictUre
means? Under what conditions would you have to grab a bull by
Mighorns?- Even Wyou're not cenim, you do see a picture. And
the picture spells what: YoU're in some kind of
idanger. trouble, predicament. dilemmui

Analyzing -"to grab a bull by the horns" is difficult: Why? To grab
;pull. by the horns is a worn-out metaphor. like "grist to the mill,"Achillee.
heel," "swan song." "hotbed." They- have lost all "evocative power":
because people no longer undersiand where the origiyal picture came
Wm. and so they will use "swan'song" any tinip.they think it sound good.
Orwell's ;sample is. The Fascist octopus has_suag its swan sonti."And
here we have a lovely. mixed-up picture of an octopus singing a song..a
swan sot*. I suppose the melody floats out of the octopus in the shape
Of aswan. But one ees a 'picture, crazy though it is. And one can also
see someone attempting to grab a bull by the horns. But what does it mean
'to hunker down!' basically or not? And what is a "point in time?" A
point.ip time is, a metaphor for what? For a dot? For a dot-dash? Dein
is trying very hard to appear precise.

I can draw a time frame, or someone siroking an associate, or a cycling
situation, or people plajing'hard ball, and kids can explain why these .

pictures are cockeyed. They can eso begin to see that the people who'used
these woras weren't thinking.,dian't want to think. didn't want people to
see what they saw. but often the cockeyed language exposed Ihem. It's
as if they sell .ed how dirty they were. These people Were also addicted to
anOther devi:e by which they Loulti Hide themselves, the passive voice:.
The passive voice is often a hint to us and to others that we are hiding.
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*Don't Use the Pasi lye Passively.

Orwell's fourth rule is easier to preach than it is to practice, Tor it sakes
vigilance co foullow that rule: Never uie the passive voice Whereyou can use .

the 'active. Even for an experienced writer, the rule is sticky. For 'example, .

yop want to tell, someone who is down in the dumpS that he should value
himself morehighty than, he does. Do you say, "But, people do respect you,
Mr. Robinson." Or do yOu say, "But you are respected, Mr. Robinson. .

You are respected by'everyone who has ever met youP The paisive.voice
makes the subject the receiver of the action, not the doer, and in this
instimce Mr. Robinson should receive the respect just is mUch as people

,should/ive it. I thiakwe have a choice here. Never use the passive voice
when you Can use the active is a splendid rule, but we will need to qualify
it. Before we do. we must .first make certain that our kids know the dif-
ference between the active voice and the passive voiceand give them
practice recognizing thc difference. In the praclice exercises, they can
begin to sec those instances where they can use the passive voice com-
fortably. The key question, I think, is Orwell's last rule. Doefusing the
paseive voice- make the sentence barbarous? If a student can argue that
the subject of his sentence really shoUld receive the action, that he is not
hiding the subject under a blanket of fluff, then he can and should use the
passive voice

.1. English is widely spoken in Spain.
2. The Reich is shOwn plunging .to bloody chaos. (George

Steiner)
3. Mother Courage was first produced in Zurichin 1941. (Steiner)
4. 'A number were killed'in concentration camps. (Steiner)
.5. It will he seen that I have not made a full translation. (George
' Orwell) .

h. Where it is mit true. it .will be generally found that the writer
is some kind of rebel. (Orwell)

7. Things like:L.. the dropping of the atom bqmbs on Japan can
c indeed he defended. (Orwell)

M. Defenseless villages are bombarded from the air. (Orwell)
9. What is needed is to let the meaning choose the word, not the

other way about. (Orwell)

With the exception of the first sentence, I- have chosen all the examples
from my two favorite essayists. What do I propose to do with these sew...
tences? I propose to remind myself that even the gods use the passive
voice. And lifter: I want my'class to have some command of the difference
between t'ae active and the passive voice. I ask the class, for example,
to pui the above sentence's into the actiye voice. I ask them to make a
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choice..ls it more effective to say, "The author shows. the Reich to be
plunging into Moody chaos," or "Mann shows the Reich to be plunging
into bloody chaos?" Is it more effective to,say, "Nations bomb defenseless
.villages from the airr I think we have a choice here.

When can we admit of no choice?
"When there is a gap betiveen one's. real .and one's declared aims,"

says Okwell. ,

When there is a gap between what.we know and what we want people
to think we know.

When an assignment calls for researcb or thought, and we are ready to
do n Mier.

en we have to. make an impression., a false one.
When we have to lie.
I say we. By ivi; I include teathers. But the kids, in tbeir writing, have-

to make the chUiee. They have to admit that they are bluffing, that the
passive voice helps them to bluff, helps them to fill up empty space; and
the piassive voice, when thei-use it insincerely, is the greatest giveaway
that/hey are,padding or evading. Thestory goes that a public official,got
sick oea piece a bureaucratic prose. He told the pundit who wrote it to
make the passage. readable and the reply was something like, "Oh, yeh,
you want to laymanize it."

How can we make such characters sensitive to their sticky 'prose? By
giving them enough of their own packing as .,examples of what .they
shouldn't he doing. Ditto by the dozens the passages which classmates
have composed and ask the class, to decide:

I. Whether a given passage strikes them as sincere.
2. How 'Often the passive voice js used.
3. What wouldtappen to the passage if the passive voice were cganged

to the 'active voice? Would the passage remain intact or would it
shrivel up and die? .

We can't prepare these dittos, alas, without reading papers ourselves.
1 have several exercises to.share with 'you, but your best exercises will
cope from what you 4.nd the kids compose. Remember that the kids
will understand choices if the assignment is fresh. And remember too
that passive voice is a symptom.of a greater ciisease. The disease is w:lat
Orwell ealls "the inflated style. The inflated style is itself a kind of euphe-
mism." Really, it's again euphemism we are after.

Here are some exercises:

You are a teacher who has been asked by your principal to
prepare a profile for your students rather than a grade. The
profile will be sent to the parents. Translate the following profile
by concentrating only on the voice. Whenever you see the passive
voice, make it active.

24
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1:
Jimmy's tasks are accomplished when his interest is' sufficie

isstimulated by the teacher, but assistance is required when riullet-
and standards of fair play need to be adhered to. Quieter habita
of communication as well as learning to respect the rights of
others are not yet being.developed in sufficient quantity so that
lasting friendships are being formed. Winning a point is usually
itccomplished by physical means. Nonetheless: it is hoped that
impmvement 'will be seen in the noploo-distantfuture.

A translation of above:

-Jimmy works when the teacher helps him (or when the teacher
sits on him). Otherwise, he's a pain in the ass. He beats up on
other kids. Nobody likes him. All we can do is pray.

II

1. You have translated these sentences into English by concen-
trating first on the passive voice. What -else is wrong with the
language of this profile?

2. What has happene4 to Jimmy?

Ill.
Try translating tIlOse sentences. Examine 'the voice.. Make a
choice(

I. An extension of time is needed in order to evaluate and make
a judgment in terms of a response,

2. Kidnappings have been suffered by -three families in recent
weeks and their bereavement is much felt by the community:

3. The suspect Was approached by the police officers, and it was
indicated to him that his presence had; been observed in the

-neighborhood at Various and sundry odd hours and various
phone calls were received in the nature of complaints.

4. The discussion was carried on by the three men by whom it
was undytaken to come to a decision about the matter. in
question.

5. Various.prosecutors were approached by you and were asked
for immunity from proseeution, testimony-wise? (See if You
can unscramble this one.). ,

6. Let those engaged in the cover-6p be brought forward and be
persuaded to be-hell legally accountable.

7. I think' it is well.understood that the President has the constitu-
tional power to prevent the betrayal of national security sec-
vets as; understand he does and that is well understood by the
American people, and an episode like that is seen in that con-

.text; there shouldn't, be any problem.
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h. Once the form has been properly perused .by the said candi-
date, the application willbelilled Out in triplicate and placed
at theappropriate station, and the apPlicant will Iv seated in
subsequent order and Called upon in due process.

9. In regard to your recent inquiry, your question has been sent
tO :he department ofrestitution where it will begiven its share
of appropriate attention'.

.10. No practice in Wathington is.niore beloved than that Of attrib-.
uting statements to sources who cannot be named.

Two of these sentences are,authentic; Phave borrowed them directly
from the speaker. One of these is a perfectly good English sentence. And
onels a disaster. But first, try to Put these sentences intoithe active voice.
Once you begin to use the active voice, other things will follow.- You will
want to simplify the sentence in other ways. Words will begin to sound.
"phony.".You will begin to see padding that you didn't see before. But the"
reconstruction begins with' the passive voice. In every single instance,
except one, the passive voice serves to hide, to cloud an issue or to make
a simple job look very iniportant andmpre complicated than it, really is..

(Number ten is Edwin Newman's from Strictly Speaking. Number seven,
which I borrowed from Gambino's "Watergate Lingo." iS from John
ghrlichnian's testimony.)

Number ten is. of course, the good sentence: number sevetfis the disas-.
ter. Let me restate Orwell's' rule about the passive voice:

I. Never use the passive voice where you can use the active un-
less you feelthat the subject should receive the action in a,

particular sentence. Then guard 'against bogging down the
sentence with too many phrases.

2. Never use the passive voice because you don't really know
who or what the sub'jeet is.

3. Never use the passive voice to cove i. up, like a blanket, your
other words, your real thought. Once again, look' out for too
many phrases.

44.. Do use the passive voice cohseiously to Create or establish
mood ar.ci satire.

5. Be conscious of voice. It's really the first step in editing a
paper.
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Plain Talk

We are ready for Orwell's fifth rule: Never use .a foreign 'phrase, a
scientific word or a jargon wd, ifyou can use rhtkeveryday equivalent.
In the essay "Politics and We English Language," Orwell was able to
isolate under the.heading "Pretentious Diction" words "that give an air oi
scientific impartiality to biaied judgments... words like phenomenon.
categorical. constitute.' eliminate But do we think of these words as
pretentious anymore?'Adjectives like "epoch-making, epic. historic. un-
forgettable. triumphant. age-old. inevitable, inexorable, veritable" words
which Orwell insisted "dignified the sOrdid processes of international
politics" now dignify the sale of shampoo. automobiles. wine. Orwell
says words like "plastic, natural, vital. -human, dead,,Sentimental" occur
,mostly in art criticism and make a passage tneaninglerts, but with -the
exception of sentimental and plastic, which I insist need cartful definition.
I let the other words pass. Foreign words and.expressionsisuch as cut de
sac. ancien. rginse. deus ex machina. mutatis mUtandis, status quo.
Gleichschaltung, Weltanschauung. I find so seldom (status quo excepted),
that when they do occur, it's rat er a* sign of intelleCtual curiosity, and
I'm delighted. But jargon words peculiar to political writing, words like
petty bourgeois. realistic, socialism, freedom, justice, class, totalitarian.
progreisiye.weactionary. equality. even science,are words I still find titled
in .the manner Orwell descr'bed, "to mean something desirable or uncle:
sirable." depending upon who the speaker or the audience .is. Orwell'says
that these. words are often used in a "consciously dishonest way,.., That
is. the person who,uses them has his own private definition buf allows his
hearers to think he means something quite different." I think myself that

ple use these words today not because they ha* a definition of their
own Which- they are consciously hiding, but because, these words have
mich sacred and 'powerful' connotations that the speaker really doesn't
want "to he tied down to any one meaning," for then he might have to
stop using the word.
''Concerning Orwell's fifth rule, the problem as I see it today is not the

foreiin word ai much as it is the jargon word and the scientific* word,
which is a type of jargon.

a. lifestyle
b. input
c. pluralism
d. elitist
e. core-curriculum
f. creativity

Exercise I

g. charisma
h. irrelevant
i. ethnic
j. folklorist
k. terrorist
1. activist
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nt. at that point in time
1n. hopefully
0 capability, negative,

positive, or limited
polentialize

it. 'thrust, as in the thrust of
an argument

r. 'to expertize
s. to surface
t. alleged, as in alleged shoot-out
U. at titudinalize

Exercfse
I. selective presentation 6.
2. to explore :)ptions , 7.
3. to parse a situation 8.,
4. to focus on a situation. 9.
5. to give perspective to an 10.

argument, arrangement or
situation

H '
to effect a re ionship

shape a dialogue
to ventilate an argitthent
dynamic growth
an accelerated rate

11

The words in Exercises I and H fit the term jargon. They are words'
'which we hear all the time or see all the time, but they are not really ours.
Do we know what those words and phrases really mean? Let's see.

Practice I. Take the first, five words in Exercise I. Define each
word. Don't go to a dictionary. What do you think
the word means?

Practice 2, The teacher has prepared a ditto sheet in which she
lists all the different meanings that have come across
her desk for the five wOrds she has assigned. Is there
agreement on all five?

Practice 3. Now go-to a dictionary. How does a dictionary define
these words? Are you having trouble finding the words
in the dictionary? Why? If a word does not appear in
a dictionary. does'That mean you-can't use the word?

Practice 4. Now, that you have reconsidered what- the word
means, use it in a good sentence. Don't say, "Plural-

-, ism is a funny word, but I like it." Try to define the
word as you use it; or use the word in such a way that
nobody can doubt whai you mean by it.

Practice 5. Now do the same with the next five words.
Practice 6. What's the difference between an activist and a ter-

rrorist? Write the differenCe as you see it. Can a dic-
tionary help you?

Practice 7.."To potentialize," "to expertize,". "to climatize," "to
charisinarize..." can you make u a few of your own?
Keep the list going! Stop at ten. Now go back end ex-
plain. each verb. When you "expertize" something,
what are You really doing?. Are you coining a new
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worct by just pasting on an ending? What does the
"ise" mean?

Practice 8. Use each of your "ize" verbs in an original sentence.
What kind of sentences are you writing? See anything
wrong with the sentences?

JARGON

The 'dictionary still definFs jargon as "incoherent speech or gibberish,"
but few of us think of jarg4i as having its roots in gurgling or Chattering
the Way birds do..Today speak of the jargon of a particular profession.
"That's tawyer's jargon" or "the jargon of sociology." we say. Whatever
profession it belongs to, jargon. According to most dictionaries, is -a
'dirogatory:' term. Derogatory is an understatement. Those who have to
read jargon and pais an exam based on what they read. fill out a forpt, or
sign a document. feel more than passing contemo for the.prose ana the
people who manufacture it. Often they feel helpless and angry, but many
of our students accept jargon ai a way of life and return it daily as a most
effective way to, communicate. Communicate what? My firsi impulse is
to say "nothing." but some people do understand a particular kind of
jargon. and some kids mistakenly believe that simple language is not big
enough to convey the protest or the dreams that they carry around in
their hearts, or the knowledge that they carry around in their heads. What
is it we dislike about some jargon? First, when people use the jargon of a
particular profession or school. they give themselves such airs. Everyone
is a prophet on Mt. Olympus. provided he can speak the passwords. The
language becomes so specialized that it requires initiation, two to four
years of undergradnate immersion, and then one is *a member of a secret
and brilliant society and the rest of the world can go hang. There's some-

-, thing so infaniJe about this sort of pretension. If a sociologist can't under-
stand the Ian uage of psycho-linguistics or vice versa, who's kidding
whom? I suppose that the language of mathematics, physics, chemistry.
and engineering has its short cuts (which the serious itudent must learn).
hut real jargi In is no short cut. And a goOd teacher of the sciences can
,always address a bunch of ordinary citizens and talk "plain." Jargon, even
of the first kind, so often lacks thought or makes thought heavy. Original
thought occurs in fairly simple prose. or even flashes, but if-one is afraid
not to use the jargon of the "in group" it might :suggest ignorance or
disrespect aine begins to blanket his thinking with the appropriate vo-
cai ulery. In some cases. one (lints thinking at all.

he.second objection is that jaigon takes up time and fills up space. In
a world of paper shortages. who needs such waste?

Third, the sound of jargon is irritating, or nagging, in its super staccatto,
so that we get the feeling we're being quacked at to buy this, believe
that ...the Sort of quacking that Orwell describes 'as.Duckspeak, except
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that another variety, slightly more sonorous, is inflated Duck. The chief
quackers have a,:false erudition. The very cacaphony works by bullying,
by hammering, by blabbing.

Fourth, jargon abstracts humanity. Yes, there is a speaker, but he usually
speaks only to hiniself. If he speaks to others, he is manipulating them.
doing something to them, not with.them or for them. The speaker doesn't
really care for his audience. He might as well be in his own spacexapsule.

Fifth, jargoT often approaches insanity. The "involuntary conversion
of a 727" is insane. But examine some other samples of bus(ness jargon,
and you will see that things 'simply are mit what they are, and people are
no longer people. And the jargon of Watergate with its cloak and dagger
vocabulary? And the war which has now become histOry? A U.S. Air
FOrce 'colonel once got Sore at the press because the press insisted
we were "bombing" Cambodia. According to the colonel, we weren't
-bombing." We were giving the people of Cambodia "air support." And
ill the earlier days of the war, we were "destroying villages in order to
vive them." In thc last two instances, the language is fairly simple and
direct:11w the thinking has turned to gibberish. Accepting jargon or giving
it in even small doses is dangerotii. It affects the way we look atreality.

Here are some lively exampksof modern jargon which I am taking
from Edwin: Newman's Strictly Speakihg. In previous exercises I have
niade tip my own: so c In you, and so can the kids, once they recognize
the technique.

V

Business Jargon

Says Newman: "Business puts enormous pressure on language...Under
this pressure. triple and quadruple phrases come into being: 'high retention
characteristics; 'process knowledge rate development,',*anti-dilutive com-
mon Stock equivalents.' Under this pressure also, adjectives. 'become
adverbs: nouns beCome 'adjectives: prepositions disappear: compounds
abound." .

And then Newman offers some examples of business jargon. The first
from the American BuildingS Company:

Improved long-span and architectural panel configuration which
enhance appearance and improve weatherability.

From .the Allegheny Power System:

In the last analysis the former, or front-end, process seems, the
more desirable because the latter, or back-end process is likely to
create :its own environmental problems.

From Continental Hair Products, its annual report:

Depreciation and amortization of property, plant and equipment
are provided on the straight line and.<double acting declining

. balance methods at various rates calculated to.extingtlish the
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hoc* value of the respective assets over their estimated useful
lives. )

;,

There's another from Continental Hair:

Continental has.exbrcised a dynamic posture by first establishing
a professional marketing program and tilizing the base to pene-
trate multi-markets."

We-begin to see that ''ihe involuntary conversioa of a 727" is .nothing

Can we examine once more the jargon which Newman has giyen us?
If we look at the characteristics which Newmaa has set out for us, I

think we have to insist that the.prepositional phrase is an important part
of jargon; so is the infinitive and so is the gerund. Jargon lovesPhrases,
the better to string things: Morb examples from Newman's Strictly Speak-
ing will follow,- where the phrase stringing will be quite obvious. What
will also become obvious are those meaningless words with which jargon
loves to gargle: "aiiti-dilutive equivalent," "weatherability," "panel con-
figuration." "dynamic posture," "to penetrate Multi-markets." WIlat do
these words.mean? Orwell says that jargon is needed "if one wants to name
things withotit calling up mental pictures of them." In business jargon and
even in some of our war jargon it isn't that we receive no pictures. Often
we get some kind Of picture; only the picture is crazy, cockeyed, mad. It's
Mad magazine.

tiere are a few more samples from Newman:

From/a regional development report:

It is thus prqbable... that highway development' expenditures
will conforni delacto to the efficiency criterion and will have the
greatest initial,impact on the periphery of Appalahia where the
most viable' growth centers are located.

.0 .

From Lee Rainwater, On Understanding Poverty:

The social ontogeny of each generation iecapitulates the social
phylogeny of Negroes in the New World because the basic socio-
economic position of the group has not changed in a direction
favorable to successful achievement in, terms of tonventional
norms.

SO

The first roport says very little. After' reduction it goes something
.like this: "Money for highways will go where towlis are growing." But the
second sa)ksoilething. It's not twaddle. Nor can reduction give us the
meaning, as much as translation or the application of OrWell's second and
fifth rules. Rule Two: Never use,a long word where a short word, will do.
Rule Five: Never we a foreign phrase, a scientific word or a jargon word
if you can think of an' everyday equivalent.
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Let's apply number two and number five...Having trouble? Newman
says it for us very well. "Each generation of American Negroes, like its'
predecesiors, makes leu money than whites."



,Why Can't We Say What We Mean?

A review exercise:

a. boundaries (a-9) I. indicators
b: :parts lb-S) 2. conceptualization
c. equal (c7) 3. traumatized
d. signs (dA) 4. target areal
e. causes 4 (e4). S. self-awareness
f. communities to'be studied .0-41 (. dependent variables. .

'g. to know oneself (0) 7. co-equal
h., thinking 1h-2) S. components
i. injured li-31 9. parameters
j. patterns .: 1j-10) 10. configurations

These matching questions might actually refresh those'N kids and teacit-
ers too who have forgotten that target areas are still placel where people
live and kids still have to go to school. In a target area. we have faculty-
student ratios, and a-reading score is something that goes in and out of a
computer. What happened to the kids?.

The purpose of Ibis paper has been toeiamine the inflated style and
suggest ways to combat this style. There is no way as effective as the tell-
ing and.the reading of composition. But before composition. there must
alio be,the teaching and the readieg of other writers, especially the writers
of the inflated'style. those MO use .R consciously or unconsciously. anci
those who seek to exposethis style. For 'otir o.wri Ntuderfts, when they fall
into this style. Ike have to be conscious of their needs. Are they-defendinfl
the indefensible. or-trying to express the inexpressible? Are they trying,to
shield others or protect themselves from hurt?

Wliat.islimportant is that we shOuld he looking for tho A language
and helping that thoitht emerge. The inflated Style is 4ually a sign that
the student isn't thinking or that he's afraid to think. Th4 question is why?

How mueb is the inflated style a sign of helplessness? What can we do
as teachers? poing after the inflated style is the teachin,of composition.
Composition requires that we think about what we feel. Composition
requires that we comvse sentences from words, that we compose our-
selves enough to be at& tp compose sentences. It means that we look for
meaning. It Means that_ we do not dodge meaning or run away from it. It
means that we practice-O.rwell's exercises v.ith some,modifications and a
few additions.lhe teacher as well as the student.
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Here are \the rules of the game:

I. Don't If hind a word elk behind a word..
2. Don't he to Ot : you begin to believe your own lies. .
3. Try to say. what you Mean. You haVe to think in girder to do that.
4. Don't make something pretty if it's ugly or mean or cruel.
5. Don't make people pigs. You turn yourself into one.
6. Don't din out a' sentence bedause it squnds nice.
7. Remembet a Metaphor i supposed to give life, not take'life.
8. Remember the worti,euphemism. It covers a great many sins.
9...Never commit an inO. luntary conversion of a 727.... not even

for money, not even 1 power.
10. ;Don't quack at people.

Here are Orwas Nies: I
6.r.

I. Never use if metaphor, simi e. or other figure of speech whi.ch
:4ou bre Used to seeing in pr1nt.

2: Never use a long word whereli short word will do.
3. If it is possible to cut a word out. always Cut it out..
4. Never Lite ü passiVe where you't an use the active.
5. Never use k foreign phrase. a scientific word, or a jargon word

if yqu-ean think of an everyday English equivalinv
6.. Break any of t.fifte rules sooner than say anything outright

barbarous. a
-

I am suggesting that .ve strech these rules by only a fraction of an inch.
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